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Abstract

Coordinatedmanipulationof independent immune regulatory

pathways in the tumor microenvironment—including blockade

of T-cell checkpoint receptors and reversal of suppressivemyeloid

programs—can render aggressive cancers susceptible to immune

rejection. Elevated toxicity associated with combination immu-

notherapy, however, prevents translation of the most efficacious

regimens.We evaluated T-cell checkpoint–modulating antibodies

targeting CTLA-4, PD-1, and 4-1BB together with myeloid

agonists targeting either STING or Flt3 in the TRAMP-C2

model of prostate cancer to determine whether low-dose intra-

tumoral delivery of these agents could elicit systemic control of

multifocal disease. Intratumoral administration of the STING

agonist cyclic di-GMP (CDG) or Flt3 Ligand (Flt3L) augmented

the therapeutic effect of systemic triple checkpoint modulation

and promoted the cure of 75% of mice with bilateral TRAMP-C2;

however, when all agents were administered locally, only CDG

mobilized abscopal immunity. Combination efficacy correlated

with globally enhanced ratios of CD8þ T cells to regulatory T cells

(Treg), macrophages, and myeloid-derived suppressor cells, and

downregulation of the M2 marker CD206 on tumor-associated

macrophages. Flt3L improved CD8þ T-cell and dendritic cell

infiltration of tumors, but was diminished in efficacy by concom-

itant Treg expansion. Although intratumoral CDG/checkpoint

therapy invokes substantial ulceration at the injection site,

reduced CDG dosing can preserve tissue integrity without

sacrificing therapeutic benefit. For high-order combinations

of T-cell checkpoint antibodies and local myeloid agonists,

systemic antibody administration provides the greatest

efficacy; however, local administration of CDG and antibody

provides substantial systemic benefit while minimizing the

potential for immune-related adverse events. Cancer Immunol Res;

5(8); 676–84. �2017 AACR.

Introduction

Therapeutic blockade of T-cell coinhibitory receptors CTL-

associated antigen 4 (CTLA-4) and programmed death 1 (PD-1)

is sufficient to promote durable immune-mediated tumor regres-

sion across multiple cancers in mouse and man. Neither ipilimu-

mab (anti–CTLA-4) nor nivolumab (anti–PD-1), however, pro-

vide clinical benefit in the setting of castration-resistant prostate

cancer (CRPC; refs. 1, 2). Prostate cancer is the second leading

cause of cancer-related death in men, and patients with CRPC

have a median overall survival of 14 months, highlighting the

urgent need for alternative immunotherapeutic approaches for

this disease (3). Preclinical models of prostate cancer, including

the transgenic adenocarcinoma of the mouse prostate (TRAMP)

mouse and its derivative TRAMP-C2 implantable cell line (4),

reveal two major barriers to antitumor immunity in CRPC: (i)

poor CD8þ T-cell infiltration into the prostate tumor microenvi-

ronment (TME) and (ii) robust infiltration of immunosuppres-

sive myeloid populations including tumor-associated macro-

phages (TAM) and myeloid-derived suppressor cells (MDSC).

Given the well-described means by which TAM and MDSC

impede T-cell infiltration and effector function independent of

the CTLA-4/PD-1 axes (5), therapies which deplete or biologically

reprogram TAM and MDSC may render the prostate TME ame-

nable to T-cell activity. Absent these barriers to T-cell infiltration

and function, we hypothesize that CRPC patients would be likely

to experience durable benefit from T-cell checkpoint blockade.

In this study, we pursued a rational approach to design and

evaluate multimodal therapies for CRPC consisting of antagonis-

tic antibodies targeting T-cell coinhibitory receptors CTLA-4 and

PD-1, agonistic antibodies targeting the T-cell costimulatory

receptor 4-1BB, and agonistic molecules targeting myeloid acti-

vation pathways including stimulator of interferon induced genes

(STING) or FMS-like tyrosine kinase 3 (Flt3). Our lab previously

established synergistic relationships between anti–CTLA-4 and

anti–PD-1 antibodies, owing to their nonredundant roles in

regulating central T-cell priming and peripheral effector function

(6). These data preceded successful phase III trials and subsequent

FDA approval of this combination in patients with metastatic

melanoma (7, 8). In addition, we described complimentary

effects of CTLA-4 blockade with concomitant ligation of the

stimulatory receptor 4-1BB,which promotes CD8þ T-cell survival,

proliferation, and TH1 cytokine production (9). In each setting,
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combination therapies were maximally effective in the context of

an irradiated cellular vaccine secreting Flt3-ligand (Flt3L). Known

for its classical role in promoting survival, proliferation, and

differentiation of hematopoietic progenitors, Flt3L can induce

dendritic cell (DC) chemotaxis and conversion to a

CD8aþCD103þ phenotype associated with cross-presentation

and robust T-cell priming potential (10, 11). In contrast, Flt3L

also promotes differentiation of plasmacytoid DCs, which can

exert tolerogenic effects in cancer through induction of regulatory

T cells (Treg) and limit the efficacy of Flt3L as a cancer immuno-

therapy (12).

The cytosolic nucleic acid sensor STING acts to promote tumor-

specific T-cell responses by activating interferon secretion and

costimulatory ligand expression by myeloid cells after uptake of

tumor cell–derived DNA and is indispensable for spontaneous

rejection of immunogenic cancers (13). Cyclic dinucleotide ago-

nists of STING activate macrophages and DC in vitro and have

demonstrated therapeutic utility alone and in combination with

checkpoint blockade across multiple tumor models (14, 15).

Using mice bearing bilaterally implanted TRAMP-C2 tumors,

we found that intratumoral STING activation with the dinucle-

otide cyclic di-GMP (CDG) mediates regression of injected

tumors, but fails to elicit systemic "abscopal" immunity targeting

distal lesions. Triple checkpoint modulation with anti–CTLA-4,

anti–PD-1, and anti–4-1BB, however, converts intratumoral CDG

into a potentiator of systemic immunity capable of rejecting

distal, uninjected lesions. In contrast, intratumoral Flt3L aug-

ments the benefit of triple checkpointmodulation, but onlywhen

administered locally at each lesion. Given the potential toxicity of

anti–CTLA-4, anti–PD-1, and anti–4-1BB combination therapy,

we investigated whether intratumoral administration of this

combination at low doses could serve as a safer alternative to

systemic antibody therapy. These studies demonstrate that cura-

tive abscopal immunity can be generated against multifocal

TRAMP-C2 when local triple checkpoint modulation is used in

combination with intratumoral CDG. This therapeutic synergy is

associated with infiltration of tumor-specific T cells and enhanced

ratios of CD8þ T cells to Treg, MDSC, and TAM, as well as

pronounced downregulation of the M2 macrophage marker

CD206 on TAM. Alternatively, Flt3L failed to mobilize abscopal

immunity in combination with triple checkpoint modulation,

likely due its expansion of CD4þ Teff and Treg populations with

similar potency to CD8þ T cells at local and distal lesions. We

observed dose-dependent skin pathology in mice receiving intra-

tumoral CDG in combination with triple checkpoint blockade,

although the therapeutic benefit of this combination appears

modestly (but not significantly) dose-dependent. These data

support the development of combinatorial strategies targeting

adaptive and innate immune populations in prostate cancer, and

inform the design of dosing strategies for STING agonists and

checkpoint modulators to maximize clinical benefit while min-

imizing undue toxicity.

Materials and Methods

Mice

Male C57BL/6 mice were obtained from The Jackson Labora-

tory andwere housed according to the Association for Assessment

and Accreditation of Laboratory Animal Care and NIH standards.

All experiments were conducted according to protocols approved

by the University of Texas MD Anderson Cancer Center Institu-

tional Animal Care andUseCommittee.Micewere approximately

8 weeks old at the time of tumor implantation.

Antibodies

The following therapeutic antibodies were obtained fromBio X

Cell and used in vivo at the indicated concentrations: anti–CTLA-4

(9H10; 100 mg i.p. 50 mg i.t.), anti–PD-1 (RMP1-14; 250 mg i.p.

50 mg i.t.), anti–4-1BB (3H3; 150 mg i.p. 50 mg i.t.). Antibodies

used for flow cytometry were obtained from Biolegend, BD

Biosciences, eBioscience, and Fisher Scientific and are described

in Supplementary Table S1.

Myeloid agonists

STING agonist c-di-GMP (CDG; Invivogen) was administered

i.t. at 25 mg per mouse. Flt3L-Ig (Flt3L; Bio X Cell) was admin-

istered i.t. at 50 mg per mouse or 200 mg per mouse where

described.

Cell lines

The TRAMP-C2 tumor cell line was provided by Dr. Norman

Greenberg, and all experiments in this article were performed

using passage 21-22 tumor cells. TRAMP-C2 cells were main-

tained as previously described (4).

TRAMP-C2 implantation and treatment

All mice were implanted at day 0 on both flanks with 1 � 106

TRAMP-C2 cells. For survival analysis experiments, mice were

treated on days 14, 18, and 22 i.p. (100 mL volume) and/or i.t.

(50–100 mL volume) with the indicated antibodies and myeloid

agonists. Tumor volumes were measured with calipers to define

the largest length (a), width (b), and height (c), and volumes were

calculated as (a x b x c).

Flow cytometry analysis of tumor immune infiltrate

TRAMP-C2 cells (1 � 106) were mixed with 30% collagen

matrix (Matrigel, BD) and implanted at day 0 on both flanks.

Mice received treatment when tumors reached approximately

200 mm3 volume, on days 31, 35, and 39. On day 42, mice were

sacrificed, tumors excised, and digested with collagenase H

(Sigma) and DNAse (Roche), then live infiltrating immune cells

were purified by ficoll gradient centrifugation (Sigma; 1119

density). Cells were then fixed and permeabilized (eBioscience

FoxP3 Fix/Perm kit), stained with fluorescently labeled antibo-

dies, and analyzed by 18-color flow cytometry on a BD LSRII flow

cytometer.

Results

Intratumoral CDG potentiates systemic checkpoint

modulation in TRAMP-C2

In both clinical and preclinical settings, prostate cancer remains

refractory to checkpoint blockade therapy targeting CTLA-4 or

PD-1. To identify combinatorial strategies capable of sensitizing

prostate tumors to immunotherapy, we augmented our check-

point blockade cocktail of antagonistic anti–CTLA-4 and

anti–PD-1 antibodies with an agonistic antibody targeting 4-1BB,

a costimulatory receptor of the Tumor Necrosis Factor Receptor

(TNFR) superfamily which promotes CD8þ T-cell survival and

cytotoxic effector function (16). We next investigated whether

intratumoral STING activation using the STING agonist c-di-GMP

(CDG) can potentiate checkpoint modulation by promoting
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in situ vaccine-like augmentation of T-cell priming and proin-

flammatory reprogramming of the murine prostate tumor mye-

loid compartment.Micewere challengedwith 1� 106 TRAMP-C2

cells on both flanks, and received three doses of therapy every 4

days beginning when tumors were palpable on day 14. Tumor

growth and survival were monitored until tumors reached 1,000

mm3 (Fig. 1A).We found that as a single agent, intratumoral CDG

mediated rejection of essentially all locally injected tumors;

however, CDG failed to elicit a systemic immune response capa-

ble of clearing distal, uninjected lesions (Fig. 1B–C; Supplemen-

tary Fig. S2). Although systemic triple checkpoint modulation

with anti–CTLA-4, anti–PD-1, and anti–4-1BB demonstrated

efficacy in this model, curing both bilateral tumors in 40% of

mice, we found that concurrent administration of CDG and

immunotherapeutic antibodies, even at a single lesion, induced

complete bilateral tumor rejection in approximately 75% ofmice

(Fig. 1D). This revealed a therapeutic synergy between CDG and

our antibody cocktail and demonstrated the abscopal potential of

Figure 1.

Local CDG potentiates i.p. checkpoint

modulation against bilateral TRAMP-

C2.A, Five to 8-week-old C57BL/6mice

were challengedwith 1� 106TRAMP-C2

cells on both flanks andwere treated on

days 14, 18, and 22 after implantation

with i.p. checkpoint modulators and/or

intratumoral (IT) CDG at either the right

(R) or both right and left flank tumors (R

and L). B, Percentage of mice tumor

free at each flank, (C) tumor growth

kinetics, and (D) overall survival over

the treatment period are shown. Mice

were deemed moribund when tumor

volume reached 1,000 mm3. Data are

cumulative of n ¼ 3 experiments with

5 mice per group. Statistical

significance for survival was calculated

using the Gehan–Breslow–Wilcoxon

test. Ns, not significant; �, P < 0.05;
�� , P < 0.01; ��� , P < 0.001;
���� , P < 0.0001.

Figure 2.

Local Flt3L potentiates i.p. checkpoint

modulation against bilateral TRAMP-

C2. A, Five to eight-week-old C57BL/6

mice were challenged with 1 � 106

TRAMP-C2 cells on both flanks and

were treated on days 14, 18, and 22 after

implantation with i.p. checkpoint

modulators and/or intratumoral (IT)

Flt3L at either the right (R) or both right

and left flank tumors (R and L). B,

Percentage of mice tumor free at each

flank, (C) tumor growth kinetics, and

(D) overall survival over the treatment

period are shown. Mice were deemed

moribund when tumor volume reached

1,000mm3. Data are cumulative of n¼ 3

experiments with 5 mice per group.

Statistical significance for survival was

calculated using the Gehan–Breslow–

Wilcoxon test. ns, not significant;
� , P < 0.05; �� , P < 0.01; ��� , P < 0.001;
���� , P < 0.0001.
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CDG when combined with systemic checkpoint-modulating

therapies.

Intratumoral Flt3L at each lesion potentiates systemic

checkpoint modulation in TRAMP-C2

Given our previous work combining checkpoint blockade with

irradiated cellular vaccines secreting Flt3L (17), and the potential

for Flt3L to act as a chemotactic and differentiation factor for DCs,

we also chose to evaluate the capacity of intratumoral Flt3L to

potentiate triple checkpoint modulation in our bilateral TRAMP-

C2 model (Fig. 2A). In contrast to CDG, intratumoral Flt3L

exhibited modest local efficacy as a single agent, yet achieved

curative responses in approximately 15% of mice (Fig. 2B–D).

Similar to CDG, Flt3L synergized with triple checkpoint modu-

lation to cure 75% of mice in this model; however, this maximal

response required intratumoral administration of Flt3L at each

tumor (Fig. 2D). Therefore, in optimal conditions, Flt3L andCDG

were capable of potentiating triple checkpoint modulation with

similar efficacy, curing up to 75% of mice with multifocal, poorly

immunogenic TRAMP-C2 tumors.When combinedwith systemic

checkpoint modulators, however, only the STING agonist mobi-

lized abscopal immunity.

Intratumoral checkpoint modulation and CDG mobilizes

abscopal immunity

In the clinic, individual checkpoint modulators can trigger

severe, dose-limiting immune-related adverse events in many

patients (18). Colitis, pruritus, fatigue, and rash are toxicities

associatedwith anti–CTLA-4 and anti–PD-1. Agonistic antibodies

targeting 4-1BB are associated with rare instances of fatal hepa-

totoxicity (19–21). Therefore, combinatorial strategies to target

CTLA-4, PD-1, and 4-1BBmust be suboptimally dosed or admin-

istered in a manner that limits systemic toxicity while preserving

therapeutic potency. Based on a number of studies investigating

intratumoral administration of checkpoint modulators including

anti–CTLA-4 (22, 23), we asked whether intratumoral adminis-

tration of low-dose combination checkpoint modulation with

anti–CTLA-4, anti–PD-1, and anti–4-1BB could prime local and

systemic immunity against bilateral TRAMP-C2, and whether

concomitant local STING activation with CDG could further

potentiate these effects.

Mice bearing 14-day established bilateral TRAMP-C2 tumors

received three intratumoral injections of therapy only at the right

flank tumor 4 days apart (Fig. 3A). In this setting, intratumoral

low-dose anti–CTLA-4, anti–PD-1, and anti–4-1BB mediated

regression of approximately 50% of injected tumors, but failed

to engender systemic immunity against distal lesions (Fig. 3B–D;

Supplementary Fig. S3). Concurrent administration of CDG aug-

mented the abscopal potential of local checkpoint modulation,

however, promoting abscopal regression of distal lesions and

bilateral tumor rejection in up to 52% of mice. In this setting, we

did not observe a statistically significant dose-dependent increase

in efficacy with additional CDG doses in potentiating local

checkpoint modulation (Fig. 3D). Thus, we conclude that one

ormoredoses ofCDGcanenhance the curative abscopal potential

of intratumoral anti–CTLA-4, anti–PD-1, and anti–4-1BB against

bilateral TRAMP-C2.

Intratumoral combination therapy with CDG elicits skin

pathology

In the course of the experiments described above, we observed

an inflammatory reaction provoked at the injection site in mice

receiving intratumoral administration of CDG togetherwith anti–

CTLA-4, anti–PD-1, and anti–4-1BB. Within 2 days of the final

therapeutic injection, we observed accumulation of dark, bloody

fluid in and around the tumor site that yielded to ulceration,

scabbing, and eventual resolution after 2 to 3 weeks. This pathol-

ogy required concomitant local administration of CDG and

checkpointmodulators, as no ulceration occurred followingCDG

or checkpoint modulation therapy alone. This effect was dose-

dependent with respect to the number of CDG doses, with mild

inflammation and no ulceration observed in mice that received

Figure 3.

Intratumoral combination CDG and

checkpoint modulation mobilizes

abscopal responses against distal

TRAMP-C2. A, Five to 8-week-old

C57BL/6mice were challenged with 1�

106 TRAMP-C2 cells on both flanks, and

were treated on days 14, 18, and 22 after

implantation with intratumoral CDG

and/or checkpoint modulators at the

right flank tumor only. B, Percentage of

mice tumor free at each flank, (C) tumor

growth kinetics, and (D) overall survival

over the treatment period are

shown. Mice were deemed moribund

when tumor volume reached 1,000

mm3. Data are cumulative of n ¼ 3

to 4 experiments with 5 to 10 mice per

group. Statistical significance for

survival was calculated using the

Gehan–Breslow–Wilcoxon test.

Ns, not significant; � , P < 0.05;
�� , P < 0.01; ��� , P < 0.001;
���� , P < 0.0001.
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one or twoCDGdoses (Fig. 4A). Tumor size at the time of therapy

may also play a role in determining the extent of ulceration, as

injection of larger, 28-day established TRAMP-C2 tumors resulted

in reduced ulceration generally localized to the tumor core and

not evident in the surrounding skin (Fig. 4B). Given that three

concurrent doses of CDG with intratumoral anti–CTLA-4,

anti–PD-1, and anti–4-1BB were associated with ulcerative

pathology at the injection site yet delivered little survival benefit

Figure 4.

Intratumoral CDG with checkpoint modulation

invokes dose-dependent and tumor size-dependent

ulcerative pathology at the tumor site. A,

Photographs of representative mice treated as

described in Fig. 3 were taken 6 days following final

intratumoral injection (day 28), when ulceration is

most intense, and 2 weeks later during the resolution

phase (day 42). B, Mice bearing either 14-day or 28-

day established TRAMP-C2 tumors were given three

intratumoral injections of CDG with anti–CTLA-4,

anti–PD-1, and anti–4-1BB every 4 days for a total of

three injections, according to normal protocol.

Photographs of ulceration were taken 2 (day 24) and

6 (day 28) days following final intratumoral injection.

Figure 5.

Intratumoral combination Flt3L and

checkpoint modulation does not

mobilize abscopal responses against

distal TRAMP-C2. A, Five to 8-week-old

C57BL/6mice were challenged with 1�

106 TRAMP-C2 cells on both flanks, and

were treated on days 14, 18, and 22 after

implantation with intratumoral Flt3L

and/or checkpoint modulators in the

right flank only. B, Percent of mice

tumor free at each flank, (C) tumor

growth kinetics, and (D) overall survival

over the treatment period are shown.

Mice were deemed moribund when

tumor volume reached 1,000mm3. Data

are cumulative of n ¼ 3 to 4

experiments with 5 mice per group.

Statistical significance for survival

was calculated using the Gehan–

Breslow–Wilcoxon test. ns, not

significant; � , P < 0.05; �� , P < 0.01;
��� , P < 0.001; ���� , P < 0.0001.
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over one or two concurrent CDG doses (Fig. 3D), it may be

prudent to limit STING agonist dosing in the combination setting

in order to maximize therapeutic benefit while minimizing

adverse event frequency and severity.

Flt3L with checkpoint modulation failed to generate abscopal

immunity

Using the treatment schedule described in Figure 5A, we eval-

uated whether local Flt3L could mobilize abscopal immunity

against TRAMP-C2 when combined with intratumoral triple

checkpoint modulation. In contrast to CDG, we found that Flt3L

failed to synergizewith local checkpointmodulation inmediating

systemic tumor immunity, delivering no survival benefit over

anti–CTLA-4, anti–PD-1, and anti–4-1BB alone (Fig. 5B–D).

Given the possibility that the therapeutic potency of our human

Flt3L-Ig protein could be limited by sub-optimal receptor binding

affinity and generation of neutralizing antibodies, we tested a

saturating dose of 200 mg per injection (Fig. 5B–D; Flt3L 3x

"HIGH") and found that although local efficacy against the

injected tumor was increased, abscopal immunity failed to

improve. Of all mice treated, we noted that the incidence of

relapse was higher in groups that received intratumoral Flt3L

compared with groups treated with CDG, although the results

were not statistically significant, and time to relapse was not

disparate between these groups (Supplementary Fig. S4).

Although these data suggest that in situ vaccination with Flt3L

was inferior to CDG in the context of checkpoint modulation, we

wished to further confirm that this discrepancy was a generaliz-

able phenomenon andnot dependent on tumor size at the timeof

injection. To address this, we asymmetrically implantedmicewith

TRAMP-C2 to obtain 28-day established tumors (�200mm3) on

the right flank and 14-day established tumors (�20 mm3) on the

left flank before beginning local treatment (Supplementary Fig.

S5A). Though the long engraftment period led to variability in

both tumor size at the right flank and engraftment efficiency of

distal tumors by the time of treatment, we were able to observe

more effective local control of large TRAMP-C2 tumors following

in situ delivery of combination checkpoint modulation and CDG

in comparison to local checkpoint antibodies and Flt3L. Despite

the inferior regression of the injected lesion, Flt3L did show an

equivalent capacity to 3xCDG to promote abscopal responses

targeting the smaller, uninjected tumor on the opposite flank

(Supplementary Fig. S5B). Together, we conclude that CDG is

superior to Flt3L in potentiating local checkpoint modulation to

induce both local control and tomobilize abscopal effects against

TRAMP-C2 tumors.

STING/checkpoint therapy increased T-cell infiltration and

reduced suppressive myeloid polarization

To further understand the biological mechanisms driving

response to intratumoral therapy at both injected and distal

TRAMP-C2 tumors, as well as the differential capacity of CDG

and Flt3L to potentiate local checkpoint modulation, we uti-

lized 18-color flow cytometry to phenotype and functionally

characterize the immune composition of bilateral TRAMP-C2

tumors following intratumoral therapy. As local CDG injection

of 14-day established TRAMP-C2 mediates rapid, complete

regression leaving minimal tumor tissue for analysis, we

allowed tumors to establish for 31 days before initiating

therapy, performing intratumoral injections on right flank

tumors on days 31, 35, and 39, and harvesting all tumors on

day 42 (Supplementary Fig. S4).

At baseline, TRAMP-C2 tumors are dominated by a dense

myeloid infiltrate consisting of CD11bþF4/80þGr-1� TAM and

CD11bþGr-1þ MDSCs (Fig. 6B). T cells constitute only 5% of all

CD45þ cells and are composed of roughly even proportions of

CD8þ cytolytic T lymphocytes (CTL), CD4þFoxP3� effector T

lymphocytes (Teff), and CD4þFoxP3þ Treg (Fig. 6C). Intratu-

moral CDG administration enhanced CD8þ T-cell infiltration

of injected tumors and caused local accumulation of

CD11bþGr-1þF4/80neg granulocytes, likely indicating neutrophil

infiltration (Fig. 6D; Supplementary Fig. S7). In contrast, intra-

tumoral Flt3L elicits increased CD11cþCD11b� DC accumula-

tion, yet triggered expansion of Treg in both injected and unin-

jected tumors (Fig. 6B and C). Intratumoral checkpoint modu-

lation enhanced the proportion of T cells infiltrating TRAMP-C2

tumors and diminished the Treg pool, likely through antibody-

dependent cellular cytotoxic depletion of aCTLA-4–coated Treg

(24). Concurrent administration of CDG and checkpoint-mod-

ulating antibodies further enhanced CD8þ T-cell accumulation at

each tumor, resulting in favorable CD8:Treg ratios that were

superior to those seen in response to combination therapy with

Flt3L (Fig. 6E). Using tetramer staining to track the known

immunodominant SPAS-1 neoepitope expressed in TRAMP-C2

(25),we found that combination therapywithCDGenhanced the

density of SPAS-reactive CD8þ T cells at the injected tumor and

exhibited a trending capacity to mobilize these cells to the distal

tumor, which was not observed in mice receiving Flt3L therapy

(Fig. 6F). Local CDG synergized with checkpoint modulation to

reduce the percentage of SPAS-specific T cells within the total pool

of infiltrating CD8þ T cells, suggesting that this therapeutic

approach may diversify the T-cell receptor repertoire to more

effectively target subdominant epitopes in addition to SPAS-1

compared with checkpoint modulation alone or combination

therapy with Flt3L (Fig. 6G). These data indicate a mechanistic

basis underlying the discrepancy in efficacy between local com-

bination therapy incorporating CDG and Flt3L wherein CDG

elicits numerous and diverse CD8þ T-cell responses against

injected and uninjected tumors, whereas the efficacy of Flt3L is

limited by the tendency to promote CD4þ T-cell responses.

The dense myeloid infiltrate characteristic of TRAMP-C2

tumors poses a barrier to the function of infiltrating cytolytic T

cells. Even in this context, we found that local priming with

3XCDG promoted improved CD8:TAM ratios relative to the

untreated animals (Fig. 6H). This was also evident for 1xCDG

vs. Flt3L forCD8:MDSC ratios; however, these data for the 3xCDG

group were confounded by the large neutrophil infiltration in

response to the skin inflammation shown in Figure 4, and our

inability to distinguish these neutrophils from PMN-MDSC using

the antibodies in our panel (Supplementary Fig. S7A). Overall

though, few, if any, tumors reached ratios at which CD8þ T cells

are expected to fully escape myeloid suppression. Therefore, we

hypothesize that intratumoral delivery of myeloid agonists can

reprogram tumor myeloid populations to reduce their immuno-

suppressive activity, creating a microenvironment that is amena-

ble to T-cell effector function despite unfavorable relative cellular

ratios. Supporting this hypothesis, we observed downregulation

of theM2macrophagemarkerCD206onTAMin tumors receiving

CDGconcurrentlywith all three doses of anti–CTLA-4, anti–PD-1,

and anti–4-1BB, potentially indicating repolarization of TAM in

response to CDG combined with checkpoint modulation
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Figure 6.

Analysis of the TRAMP-C2 immune infiltrate at local and distal tumors following intratumoral therapy at a single lesion. A, To obtain cell numbers sufficient for flow

analysis, TRAMP-C2 tumors were established for 31 days, exposed to three doses of intratumoral therapy at the right flank, then were harvested for multiparameter

flow cytometry as described in Materials and Methods. See Supplementary Materials for antibodies used and gating strategy. B, Relative proportions of

unique cell subsets within the CD45þ immune infiltrate, normalized to the total number of gated cells. C, Relative proportions of T-cell subsets within the

CD3þ lymphocyte infiltrate, normalized to the total number of gated T cells. D, Relative proportions of MDSC subsets within the CD11bþGr-1þ immune infiltrate.

E, Calculated ratios of CD8þ T cells to Treg, (F) density of SPAS-1 tetramerþ CD8þ T cells, (G) percentage of SPAS-1 reactive T cells within all infiltrating CD8 T cells,

and ratio of CD8þ T cells to (H) macrophages are shown. I, Percentage of macrophages expressing the M2 macrophage marker CD206. Data are cumulative

of 2 independent experiments with 5 mice per group. Statistical significance was calculated using the Student t test. ns, not significant; � , P < 0.05; �� , P < 0.01;
��� , P < 0.001; ���� , P < 0.0001.
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(Fig. 6I). Although combination therapywith Flt3L promotedDC

expansion and a reduction in MDSC populations, Flt3L failed to

induce CD206 downregulation on TAM, suggesting this effect is

specific to CDG. We conclude, therefore, that relative to Flt3L,

CDG better potentiates intratumoral anti–CTLA-4, anti–PD-1,

and anti–4-1BB activity by increasing infiltration and diversifica-

tion of tumor-specific CD8þ T cells at local and distal tumors,

enhancing CD8:Treg ratios, and by reprogramming suppressive

TAM to a proinflammatory phenotype.

Discussion

Simultaneous manipulation of multiple, nonredundant

immune regulatory systems can activate potent antitumor

immune responses in mouse and man. Translation of this

approach, however, has been limited by cumulative inflamma-

tory side effects, which limit the tolerability of high-order com-

bination therapies in patients. At the time of this writing, the only

combination immunotherapy with FDA approval consists of

ipilimumab (Yervoy; anti–CTLA-4) and nivolumab (Opdivo;

anti–PD-1) for patients with Braf V600 wild-type unresectable

or metastatic melanoma. Though effective and tolerable in this

indication, a number of solid tumors, including CRPC, remain

resistant to these therapies. We report that an optimized cocktail

of immunomodulators engaging both innate and adaptive

immunity mediates efficient rejection of poorly immunogenic

murine prostate cancer. Although local stimulation of the STING

or Flt3 pathways can complement checkpoint-modulating anti-

bodies targeting CTLA-4, PD-1, and 4-1BB to delay tumor growth

and enhance survival of mice withmultifocal TRAMP-C2, we find

that the STING agonist CDGmobilizes abscopal immunity more

efficiently than Flt3L. In an effort to mitigate the toxicity of these

high-order combinations, we report that intratumoral injection of

low-dose checkpoint modulators together with CDG, but not

Flt3L, is sufficient to induce curative abscopal immunity in

approximately 50% of mice. We identify a potential mechanistic

basis for the discrepancy in synergy between checkpoint mod-

ulators and CDG vs. Flt3L, as CDG promotes CD8 skewing,

infiltration of tumor-specific T cells, and enhanced intratumoral

ratios of CD8þ T cells to Treg, TAM, and MDSC, whereas Flt3L

facilitates expansion of CD4 T cells, including Treg, in both local

and distal tumors. Combination therapy with CDG may reduce

the suppressive capacity of TAM in TRAMP-C2 tumors, as we

observe downregulation of theM2macrophagemarker CD206 in

response to this therapy. These data suggest that STING-mediated

myeloid programming can potentiate intratumoral T-cell check-

pointmodulation to rendermultifocal prostate cancer sensitive to

immunotherapy.

Abscopal effects are the holy grail of intratumoral therapy.

Although published reports describe regression of uninjected

lesions in response to local delivery of STING-activating cyclic

dinucleotides (CDN), we find that single-agent CDG fails to

elicit abscopal immunity against distal TRAMP-C2 tumors (15).

This discrepancy may be related to the type of CDN used, as

CDG binds with low affinity to STING yet can engage the

inflammasome to promote IL1b production, unlike synthetic

CDNs used in other studies (26). Furthermore, this may be a

product of the TRAMP-C2 model resulting from genomic DNA

being leaked into the cytoplasm to trigger low levels of chronic

STING signaling by this cell line (27). This, in turn, may

promote interferon-induced expression of PD-L1 and indolea-

mine 2,3-dioxygenase in the microenvironment that can act as

barriers to immune responses generated at distant sites. Our

results suggest that the capacity for STING agonists alone to

elicit abscopal effects is limited in certain indications. Never-

theless, even in this context, we demonstrate that abscopal

immunity can be effectively mobilized when CDNs are admin-

istered in combination with checkpoint modulation.

Although intratumoral therapy carries the benefit of minimiz-

ing off-target toxicities common in patients receiving systemic

immunotherapy, overt inflammation at the injection site can

complicate dosing strategies of locally administered agents. We

observe an ulcerative response to intratumoral therapy in mice

receiving combination CDG and anti–CTLA-4, anti–PD-1, and

anti–4-1BB; delivery of CDG or checkpoint modulators alone

does not elicit this pathology. Baird and colleagues have also

reported intratumoral hemorrhagic necrosis in anumber of tumor

models upon local delivery of Rp, Rp dithio-CDG (RR-CDG) with

radiotherapy, involving swelling and leakage of neovascular

endothelium and stromally derived TNFa release (28). We

observe accumulation of CD11bþGr-1þF4/80� granulocytes in

these tumors, suggesting inflammatory neutrophils may be con-

tributing to ulceration, possibly through production of TNFa.

Ulcerative pathology appears less extensive in larger tumors,

although it is unknown whether this is due to the presence of

larger numbers of suppressive TAM andMDSC, vascular constric-

tion due to stromal desmoplasia in advanced TRAMP tumors, or

reduced bystander activation of cells in surrounding healthy skin.

By reducing the number of CDG doses administered concurrently

with checkpoint modulators, we observe reduction in local ulcer-

ation without sacrificing therapeutic power as measured by distal

tumor growth or overall survival. Therefore, we conclude that

combination therapies incorporating STING agonists with intra-

tumoral checkpoint modulators can promote localized tissue

pathology, and that an optimal therapeutic indexmay be reached

by restricting CDN dosing.

High-order combinations of immunotherapies that engage

both innate and adaptive immunity have the potential to regress

preclinical models of aggressive, poorly immunogenic cancer, but

cumulative inflammatory toxicities can impede translation of

these therapies into patients. We evaluated a cocktail of T-cell

checkpoint–modulating antibodies targeting CTLA-4, PD-1, and

4-1BB together with intratumoral innate agonists engaging either

STING or Flt3 in a poorly immunogenic model of multifocal

murine prostate cancer. In the context of systemic checkpoint

modulation, intratumoral CDG or Flt3L deliver curative

responses in the majority of mice; however, CDG proves to be

the best choice to augment intratumoral low-dose combination

checkpoint blockade. Although this intratumoral combination

therapy can induce injection site ulcerative pathology, limiting

CDGdosing can sustain tissue integritywithout foregoing survival

benefit, illuminating an avenuebywhichhigh-order combination

immunotherapy can be delivered for systemic control of poorly

immunogenic prostate cancer with reduced local and systemic

toxicity.
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